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The general form of characteristic functionals of Gaussian measures in spaces 
of type 2 and cotype 2 is found. Under the condition of existence of an un- 
conditional basis this problem is solved for spaces not containing 1,” uniformly. 
The solution uses the language of absolutely summing operators. For each of 
mentioned space classes it is shown that the results hold in them only. We 
consider also the equivalent problems on extension of a weak Gaussian distribu- 
tion and convergence of Gaussian series. Some limit theorems are formulated. 
INTRODUCTION 
This paper is devoted to the question of description of the Gaussian charac- 
teristic functionals in infinite-dimensional spaces. As it is well known, the 
problems of description of covariance operators of Gaussian measures and 
extension of a weak Gaussian distribution in the Hilbert space are solved in terms 
of nuclear and Hilbert-Schmidt operators [15, 18, 201. The generalization of 
such operators on the case of Banach spaces leads us to p-absolutely summing 
operators. Using the language of such operators we find the solution of the 
mentioned problems for spaces which do not contain l,,n uniformly (for example, 
the spaces I,, L, , 1 < p < 0~) belong to this class), and we show that our 
formulations are valid only for these spaces. In this way there are given various 
probabilistic descriptions of spaces not containing lmn uniformly. The proofs use 
essentially the operator characterization and technique of the theory of spaces 
not containing 2,” uniformly, developed in [13, 141. 
In Section 1 there are given definitions and preliminaries concerning the 
notion of covariance operator in a Banach space introduced in [26]. Section 2 is 
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devoted to Gaussian measures in spaces with an unconditional basis which do not 
contain 1,” uniformly. The description is realized in the operator language and 
in terms of a matrix. The conditions are given under which a series consisting 
of independent Gaussian random elements is convergent; the strong law of 
large numbers (SLLN) for Gaussian elements is stated and the connection 
between the moments of Gaussian measures and their covariance operators 
(two-sided inequalities) is established. In Section 3 we find the general form of 
Gaussian covariances in spaces of type 2, representing the particular case of 
spaces not containing 1,” uniformly (existence of basis is not supposed). In 
Section 4 we consider another case which is important from the point of view of 
limit theorems, the case of spaces of cotype 2. It is shown that the natural 
necessary condition for validity of the central limit theorem (CLT) in these 
spaces (and only in them) is also sufficient. This result is in a sense dual to the 
corresponding fact for spaces of type 2 (cf. [3]). 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let X be a real Banach space, X* the dual space and g(X) the Bore1 o-algebra. 
Denote by d(X) the algebra of cylinders, i.e., sets of the form 
c Zl’,....%, *(B(n)) = {x E x : ((x, x1*> )...) (x, x,*)) E B(“)}, 
where xi* E X* and W) is a Bore1 set in R”. The u-algebra consisting of all 
cylinders with a fixed collection of determinant functionals x1*,..., x,* will 
be denoted by ~&(xr*,..., x,*). This is a subalgebra of the algebra d(X). 
A finitely additive set function m: d(X) --t [0, I], m(X) = 1 which is u-additive 
on each subalgebra JZ$(X~*,..., x,*) is called a cylindrical probability measure (or 
a weak distribution) in X. Every functional x* E X* generates the measure 
me* in R1: 
m&W) = m(C,,(W))). 
The characteristic functional & of a cylindrical measure m is defined by the 
equality 
qx*) = ?%,*(l), 
where &,, is the ordinary Fourier transform of the measure mo* . The smallest 
u-algebra containing d(X) will be denoted by d(X). 
A linear operator R: X* ---f X is called symmetric, if for all xi*, xa* E X* 
(Rxl*, x2*) = (Rx,*, xl*). Every symmetric operator is continuous. An 
operator R: X* + X is called positive, if for each x* E X* (Rx*, x*) > 0. For 
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every symmetric positive operator R: X* -+ X there exist a Hilbert space H and 
a continuous linear operator A: X* -+ H such that R = A*A [26]. The 
operator A is called the square root of R. It is determined uniqually up to an 
isometry; we denote it by R1j2. 
A functional xR: X* -+ R1 
xR(x*) = exp(-*(Rx*, x*)}, 
where R: X* -+ X is a symmetric positive operator, is a characteristic functional 
of a cylindrical measure mR on d(X). mR is called the cylindrical Gaussian 
measure and R the covariance operator of mR . Let H be a Hilbert space. The 
cyclindrical Gaussian measure yH having the characteristic functional j&(h) = 
exp(-$ jl h 113, h E His called the canonical cylindrical Gaussian measure. Every 
linear continuous operator T: H -+ X induces on d(X) the cylindrical Gaussian 
measure m = yH o T-l with the covariance operator R = TT*. Conversely, 
every cylindrical Gaussian measure on &4(X) may be represented in this way. 
We consider only probability measures. A measure (a-additive) defined on the 
Bore1 u-algebra is called a Bore1 measure. A Bore1 measure p is said to be tight, 
if for each E > 0 there exists a compact KC X with the property p(K) > 1 - E. 
If X is separable, then every measure is tight. 
Let p be a measure defined on z?(X). The characteristic functional of p is 
defined as follows 
Every measure p on d(X) is uniqually defined by its characteristic functional. 
The same statement is true for tight measures. 
A measure p on d(X) is said to have weak pth order (p > 0), if for all x* E X* 
Jx 1(x, x*)1” /-4dx) -==I 00. A Bore1 measure p is said to have strong pth order, if 
Jx II x llD CL@4 -=c co. If X is infinite dimensional, then the class of measures 
having weak pth order is wider then the class of measures having strong pth order. 
A measure p on z!(X) is called Gaussian, if any element x* E X* considered as 
a random variable on (X, d(X), CL) presents the Gaussian random variable (may 
be degenerate). It is obvious that each Gaussian measure has weak pth order for 
all p > 0. Tight Gaussian measures have every positive strong order [2, 10, 221. 
If p is a measure on d(X) having weak second order, then there exists a 
symmetric positive operator R: X* -+ X** such that for all x1*, x2* E X* 
<xl*, Rx,*) = f, (x, xl*% x2*> cL(4 - Jx <x, x1*> cL(4 f, <XT x2*> P&). 
The operator R: X* --+ X** is called the covariunce operator of p (see [26, p. 1371). 
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If p is tight and has weak second order, then: (a) it has the mean value xU E S 
(i.e., for each x* E X* (x, , x*) = Jr (x, x*) I), (b) the covariance operator 
R, acts from X* into X. This implies that the characteristic functional of a tight 
Gaussian measure p has the form 
/2(x*) = exp{i(x,, xx) - +(R,x* , x*>}, x* E x*, 
where x,, is the mean value of p and R, is its covariance operator. 
If p is a tight Gaussian measure with the covariance operator R, , then one 
may show that in the representation R, = A*A A is compact operator. Hence, 
if TV has zero mean, then p 1&(X) = yH 0 A*--l, where H is separable (i.e., p is an 
abstract Wiener measure). 
Let T be a linear continuous operator from H into X. If yH o T-l has the tight 
extension in X then ttla 0 T-l also has the tight extension; here, mR is any 
cylindrical Gaussian measure. It was shown in [l] that y* 0 T-l has the tight 
extension if and only if m 0 T-l has the tight extension, where m is any cylindrical 
measure in H invariant under unitary transformations, and such that for every 
Jr E H, h # 0 fi(th) -+ 0 when t -+ co. Hence, all the statements below giving 
conditions of existence of the tight extension of a cylindrical measure yx o B-l 
remain valid if we replace yH by any such measure. 
Let us note some properties of covariance operators of tight Gaussian measures 
(Gaussian cowa~iances). If R is a Gaussian covariance and R,: X* --f X is a 
symmetric positive operator such that for each x* E X* 
<4x* , x*) < (Rx”, x*), 
then RI is also a Gaussian covariance. Let T: H -+ X be a linear continuous 
operator. The cylindrical measure yH 0 T-l admits the tight extension in X if 
and only if TT* is a Gaussian covariance. 
A weakly measurable map 8 of a probability space (8, &, P) into X (i.e., for 
each x* E X* ([, x*) is a measurable scalar function) is called a random element 
in X. Every random element [ in X induces the measure pf = P 0 f-1 on 
d(X). A random element 5 is said to be strongly measurable, if there exists 
~2, E d such that P(sZ,) = 1 and the set [(Q,) is separable. Strongly measurable 
elements generate tight measures. By L,(Q, &‘, P; X) or simply by L,(X) 
(p > 1) we denote the Banach space of all strongly measurable random elements 
6: D + X such that M (1 5‘ 119 = j )I &w)]jp P(do) < co. 
Let WneN be a sequence of independent strongly measurable Gaussian 
random elements in X with zero means and covariance operators Re . The series 
x:-r 5, is convergent almost surely (a.s.) if and only if the series 2 R,x* = Rx* 
is convergent in X for each x* E X* and the operator R is a Gaussian covariance. 
In particular, the series 2 akyr (a, E X, (y&,, is a sequence of independent 
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standard Gaussian random variables) is convergent a.s. if and only if the operator 
R defined by the equality (Rx*, x*) = z (ak , x*)2 is a covariance operator of a 
tight Gaussian measure. Let R = A*A (A: X* + H, H is separable) be a 
Gaussian covariance. If we choose in H an orthonormal basis (Jz&~ , then the 
series C A*h,y, is convergent a.s. to the strongly measurable Gaussian random 
element 6 with covariance operator R. Every strongly measurable Gaussian 
random element E may be represented by an a.s. convergent series 5 = x a,yk , 
a,EX. 
Let X, Y be Banach spaces and let L(X, Y) be the space of all linear continuous 
operators from X into Y. An operator T E L(X, Y) is said to be p-absolutely 
summing (p > 0) if for each sequence (x&~ C X such that for any x* E X* 
c l<Xk ? x*)1” < co, we have 2 11 TX, l/p < co. This definition is equivalent to 
the following one. There exists a constant C > 0 such that for every finite 
collection xi ,..., x, of elements from X 
The infimum of numbers C for which this inequality holds is denoted by ST,(T). 
The class of all p-absolutely summing operators from X into Y is denoted by 
17,(X, Y). If p >, 1, then 17,(X, Y) with the norm We is a Banach space. If 
0 < p, < p, , then nS1(X, Y) 6 n,,(X, Y). The above definitions of p-absolutely 
summing operators as well as the proofs of validity of their peroperties are given 
in [17]. 
The connection between Gaussian covariances and p-absolutely summing 
operators is established by the following assertion. If R is Gaussian covariance, 
then the square root of R (i.e., the operator A in the factorization R = A*A) is 
p-absolutely summing for each p > 0. 
Let (ek)kEN be the sequence of independent random variables such that 
P{+ = 1) = P{ck = --I) = 4 (the Bernoulli, or the Rademacher sequence; 
both terms are used). 
A Banach space X is said to be a space of type p > 0, if for each sequence 
(a&,, C X with the property C j] aK JjP < ok, the series C akEk is convergent a.s. 
The definition is meaningful when 0 < p < 2. X is of type p if and only if there 
exists a constant C > 0 such that for each finite collection [i ,..., 5, of inde- 
pendent strongly measurable random elements with zero means there holds the 
inequality (see [3]) 
A Banach space X is said to be a space of cotype q > 0, if for each sequence 
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(urJIEEN CX such that the series 1 akcIi is convergent in X it follows x Q,~ 1 ‘I < 00. 
The definition is meaningful when 2 < q < co. A Banach space X is of cotype q, 
2 < q < co if and only if there exists a constant K > 0 such that for every 
finite system 4, , . . . , .$% of independent strongly measurable random elements in X 
with zero means and strong qth order there holds the inequality 
It follows immediately from the definitions that if X is of type p, 1 ,< p < 2, 
then X* is of cotype q = p/( p - 1). The detailed investigation of spaces of cotype 
2 was carried out in [13], the results of which we essentially use. The spaces Z, , 
L,[O, l] (2 < p < co) are of type 2 and cotype p; when 1 < p < 2 they have the 
typep and cotype 2. Each Banach space has every typep, where 0 < p < 1. 
Let El and E2 be isomorphic Banach spaces. Denote by d(E, , EJ the infimum 
of the number set {/I T 11 jj T-l (1: T: El ---f E, is isomorphism). It is evident that 
d(E, , E,) > 1. If El and E, are isometric, then d(E, , E,J = 1. Denote by 2,” 
the R” with the maximum-norm. We shall say that a Banach space S contains 
1,” umyormly, if for each E > 0 and any integer n there exists an n-dimensional 
subspace E of X such that d(E, la”) < 1 + E. The examples of such spaces are 
co, m, 1 C[O, 11. There exist reflexive spaces containing 1,” uniformly (for 
instance @r, Zion). X does not contain I,* uniformly if and only if it has certain 
cotype r < co [13]. 
Let (y&N be, as above, a sequence of independent standard Gaussian random 
variables. It is well known that in any Banach space the as. convergence of a 
seriesx a,yk implies a.s. convergence of the series C alccQ. The converse assertion 
is true if and only if X does not contain I,” uniformly [14]. It follows from this 
that spaces of type 2 have certain cotype q < 00. 
Spaces of typep may be defined over the Gaussian system: X is of type p if and 
only if the condition uk E X, C 11 a, 11~ < cc implies convergence of the series 
C u,ys . Spaces of cotype 2 also may be equivalently defined over the Gaussian 
system. 
2. GAUSSIAN MEASURES IN SPACES WITH AN UNCONDITIONAL BASIS, 
NOT CONTAINING 2," UNIFORMLY 
Here we give a description of the class of Gaussian covariances for spaces not 
containing 1,” uniformly and having an unconditional basis. We show that this 
description is valid for this class of spaces only. 
We begin by proving the assertion giving a necessary condition on covariances 
to be Gaussian in general Banach spaces with an unconditional basis. 
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LEMMA 2.1 (cf. [24], Theorem 11). Let X be a Banuch space with an unwon- 
ditional basis (e,JkeN and (elc*)KEN the biorthogonal sequence of coordinate functionals. 
If R: X* -+ X is a covariance operator of a Gaussian measure, then the series 
1 (Rek*, ek*)1/2e, 
is convergent in X. 
Proof. Let 5 be a Gaussian random element in X with zero mean and 
covariance operator R. Denote by pK the Gaussian random variable (6, ek*). 
Then 
M 1 pk ( = (2/w)l12(Re,*, ee*)l12. 
Consider the random element [r = C / pk / ek . It is well known that X may be 
equiped with an equivalent norm 11 . II1 which does not change under changing 
the signs of coordinates. We have /( t1 (jr = I( f  iI1 and Mj[ 4, /Ii < cc. Hence, fi 
has the mean value and it can be easily seen that it is equal to 
(2/~r)l/~ c (Re,*, e,*)1/2e, . 
The idea of proving Lemma 2.2 was communicated to us by Kwapien. We 
would like to express our gratitude to him for it. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let X be a Banach space with an unconditional basis (e,JkeN , 
not containing a subspace isomorphic to co , (ek*)kEN C X* the sequemze of coordinate 
functionals and H a Hilbert space. Let T EL(X*, H), T*(H) c X. Then the 
following conditions are equivalent. 
1’ The series C jJ Te,* JJH e, is convergent in X. 
2” There exist operators TI EL(X*, II), T, E L(1, , H) such that T = T,T, , 
T,*(L) C X and II T2 II < 1. 
3” T E 17,(X*, H). 
PYOO~. 1” => 2”. It follows from the inclusion T*(H) C X that T is continuous, 
if in X* and H there are considered the topologies 0(X*, X) and a(H, H), 
respectively. Since (erJkeN is unconditional basis, for each x* E X* the series 
x* = C (ek, x*) e, is unconditionally convergent in a(X*, X)-topology. So 
TX* q = C (el,, x*) Te,*, where the series on the right side is unconditionally 
convergent in the weak topology (and undonditionally convergent in the metric 
topology of H). Now define the operator T,: 
T,x* = (<el , x*> II Tel* II,..., 0, , x*> II Ten* II,...). 
It is easy to verify that TI E L(X*, Zi) and TI* E L(Z, , X). 
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To define the operator T,: II -+ H. We put 
h, = Te,*/ll Te,* lIH if II Te,* lIH # 0 and hk = 0 if Te,* = 0. 
Given z = (zJksN E I1 put T,z = C z,h, . It is obvious that Jj T,z !I < Ij z iit1 . 
From the construction of Tl and T, it follows that T = T,T, . 
The implication 2” 3 3” immediately follows from the Grothendieck’s 
theorem: L(Z, , H) = Il’,(l, , H) (see [12, p. 2861). 
3” =a 1”. For given x* E X* we have x* = C (ek , x*) ek*, where the 
series is convergent in the topology a(X*, X). Since T E 17,(X*, H), the series 
C j(ek , x*)1 (1 Te,* 11 must be convergent. Since X does not contain a subspace 
isomorphic to c,, , this implies convergence of 2 11 Te,* jIH ek in X. 
THEOREM 2.1 (cf. [24, Theorem 21). Let X be a Banuch space with an 
unconditional basis (ek)keN , (ek*)ksN the sequence of coordinate functionals. Then the 
following assertions are equivalent. 
1” X does not contain 1,” uniformly. 
2” A positive, symmetric operator R E L(X*, X) is a covarimce operator of a 
Gaussian measure in X if and only if the series 
is convergent in X. 
c (Re,*, ek*)llaelc (1) 
Proof. Let X be a space not containing 1,” uniformly. The necessity of 
convergence of the series (1) was proved in Lemma 2.1. In order to prove the 
implication 1” 3 2” we have only to show that 1” implies the sufficiency part of 
2”. Let R = A*A, A EL(X*, H), A* EL(H, X) be a factorization of R. Then 
convergence of (1) in terms of A may be expressed as follows: the series 
C 11 Ae,* )I ek is convergent in X. The equivalence 1” o 2” of Lemma 2.2 
implies that A may be represented as A = AzA, , where A, E L(X*, Ii) and 
A,* EL(Z, ,X). Combining the results of [13] and [19] ([13, Theorem 92; 
19, Proposition 3]), it can be seen that if X does not contain I,” uniformly, then 
L(Z, , X) = n,(Zoo , X) for somep > 1. Therefore A,* is p-absolutely summing 
for some p > 1. So A* is p-absolutely summing as well. Hence (see [8]) the 
cylindrical measure yH 0 A*-l is o-add t i ive and its extension coincides with the 
desired Gaussian measure with the covariance operator R. 
Now let X be a Banach space for which 2” is true. We want to show that X 
does not contain 1,~ uniformly. It suffices to prove that convergence of C akek 
(ak E X, (B&~ is the Bernoulli sequence) implies convergence of 2 a,y, , where 
(Y7kN is a sequence of independent standard Gaussian random variables (see 
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1141). Let the series C akek = E be convergent. It is well known that M jl E \I2 < 00. 
Applying the same arguments used in the proof of Lemma 2.1 it is easy to see 
that for R (covariance oprator of l ) the series (1) is convergent in X. So R is a 
covariance operator of a Gaussian measure in X. Now let R, be the covariance 
operator of the partial sum czV, a,~+ . It is obvious that for each x* E X* 
<R,x”, x*> + (Rx*, x*), that is, the sequence of Cizp, a,yk, is convergent in 
distribution to the Gaussian measure with zero mean and covariance operator R. 
Therefore the series C akyk is convergent a.s. (see [4]) Q.E.D. 
Remark. If X is a Hilbert space, then convergence of (1) means the nuclearity 
of R. In the case of I,, 1 < p < CO with the natural basis (ek)keN convergence of 
* (1) is equivalent to C (Re,*, eL ) PP < co and Theorem 2.1 in this case coincides 
with a result of [26] which was the starting point for us. Notice that the condition 
of convergence of (1) is equivalent to the fact that the square root of R is absolutely 
summing (according to Lemma 2.2). 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let X be a Banach space with un unconditional basis, 
T E L( H, X), H a Hilbert space. Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
1” X does not contain 1,” uniformly. 
2” The cylindrical Gaussian measure yH 0 T-l is a-additive if and only if 
T* E l7,(X*, H). 
3” A functional x(x*), x* E X* is a characteristic functional of Gaussian 
measure in X if and only if it admits the representation 
x(x*) = exp{i(m, x*) - *(Rx*, x*)}, 
where m E X, R E L(X*, X) is a symmetric positive operator and the series 
C (Re,*, ek*)l12 ek is convergent in X. 
As we have mentioned in Section 1, one may conclude from the result of [l] 
that Corollary 2.1 remains valid if yH is replaced by any cylindrical measure 
invariant under unitary transforms and all finite-dimensional projections of which 
are absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let X be a Banach space with an unconditional basis. Then the 
following conditions are equivalent. 
1” X does not contain I,* uniformly. 
2” Let (EdkeN be a sequence of independent Gaussian random elements in X 
@33/7/x-13 
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with zero means and covariance operators R, . Then the series C tr is convergent 
a.s. in X if and only if the series 
2 (c (R,ei*, ei*))“‘ei 
i x’ 
is convergent in X. 
3” Let (arJkoN be a sequence in X. Then the series x a,yk is convergent a.s. 
if and only af the series 
F @ <ak ,ei*j2j11rei 
is convergent in X. 
We have proved the assertion 3” of Corollary 2.2 originally for spaces of type 2 
and for duals to such spaces [24]. Afterwards Kwapieri communicated to us on 
the validity of the generalization stated above. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let X be a Banach space with an unconditional basis, not 
containing 1,” uniformly, (&JkeN a sequence of independent Gaussian random elements 
in X with xero means and covariance operators Rk . If the series 
T (F (l/h”> (he,*, ei*)jl”ei 
is convergent in X, then the sequence ([Jkonr satisfies SLLN, i.e., 
(l/n) I( i 5, jl--0 a.s. 
i=l 
Proof. From the condition and Corollary 2.2 it follows a.s. convergence of 
the series C (&/K) and, by Kronecker’s Lemma (see [28]), (l/n) I( CEx’=, fk I/ --f 0 
a.s. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let X be a Banach space with an unconditional basis, not 
containing 1,” uniformly and let p > 1. Then there exist positive constants C,(p) 
and C,(p) such that for each Gaussian measure TV with zero mean and covariance 
operator R 
cl(P) I/ c <Rek*, ek*)1’2ek iID < Jx // * 11’ Ad4 
< C,(p) Ji C <Rek*, ek")1'2ek ilpe (2) 
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Proof. Denote by G(X) the linear subspace of all Gaussian random elements 
in X of the form 5 = C a,yk , where a, E X and (Y&~ is a fixed standard 
independent Gaussian system. One can easily obtain from the integrability of 
every positive power of .$ (see [2, 10, 221) that G(X) is a closed subspace of 
L,(X) for each p >, 1. Now consider the linear space C,(X) of all sequences 
(aJksN C X for which the series z akyk are convergent. We equip C,(X) with 
the norm ll(adlY = II Ci (C~C <a k , ei*)2)1/2 ei (I. (Strictly speaking /I . &, become 
a norm after a preliminary renorming in X.) It is not difficult to prove that 
C,(X) endowed with 11 .I/,. is a Banach space. Consider the operator L: C,(X) + 
G(X) defined by the equality L(a,) = C a,yl,. It is obvious that L is well- 
defined (by Corollary 2.2), one-one and L(C,,(X)) = G(X). By the closed-graph 
theorem, L is bounded. This implies the validity of the two-sided inequality (2). 
3. SPACES OF TYPE 2 
The condition of existence of an unconditional basis in X assumed in Section 2, 
is restrictive. It was essentially used in the factorization of an absolutely summing 
operator A: X* + H through II . In the general case this factorization is no 
longer possible and our method using the technique of [13, 191, does not work. 
However in two particular cases of spaces not containing I,” uniformly, in those 
of type 2 and cotype 2, we succeeded in finding the general form of Gaussian 
covariances without the assumption of existence of an unconditional basis. 
In this paragraph we consider spaces of type 2 and the second case is treated in 
the next section. 
Let (y,JkcN be a sequence of independent standard Gaussian random variables 
and let, as in the proof of Theorem 2.2, G(X) be the linear space of random 
elements of the form f = 2 akyti , where ak E X and the series is convergent a.s. 
in X. As mentioned above, G(X) is a closed subspace of L,(X). 
LEMMA 3.1. Let X be a Banach space of type 2. Then G(X) has a topological 
complement in L,(X). Namely, 
L,(X) = G(X) @ GI(X*). 
Proof. Let f be any element belonging to L,(X). Define the operator 
A,: Xc -+ L,(Rl): 
4x* = (f, x*h x* E X”. 
Then the operator Rj = A,*A,: X* --f X is a covariance operator of a tight 
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Gaussian measure yf [3]. Let n:L,(R’) -+ G(Rr) be the orthogonal projection. 
Consider the operators 
A, =rroAAf, A, = A, - A,. 
Put RI = A,*A,: X* + X. Then (R,x*, x*) < (Rsx*, x*). As it was noted in 
Section 1, this implies that R, is also a covariance operator of a tight Gaussian 
measure. Hence, the series C A,*y,y, =: El is convergent a.s. Thus,f = [I -+ [a , 
where l1 E G(X) and [a E G(X*)l. 
From Lemma 3.1, one may obtain 
LEMMA 3.2. Let X be a separable space of type 2. Then the dual of G(X) may 
be identijed with G(X*), i.e., every continuous linear form F: G(X) -+ R1 ma-v be 
represented as follows (G(X) is equiped with L, norm). 
where 4* E G(X*) is a fixed element dependent on F. 
THEOREM 3.1. For a separable Banach space X the following assertions are 
equivalent. 
1” Xisof type2. 
2” A symmetric positive operator R: X* + X is a covariance operator of a 
Gaussian measure if and only if the square root of R is 2-absolutely summing, i.e., 
in the factorization R = A*A A E&(X*, H). 
Proof. Let R = A*A, A EL(X*, H) and (h,),,, be an orthonormal basis in 
a Hilbert space H. In order to prove the implication 1” + 2” it suffices to show 
convergence of the series C A*h,yk . Its summands may be considered as 
elements of G(X) and for our purposes it is sufficient to show that for any 
continuous linear formF on G(X) the number series x 1 F(A*h&l is convergent 
(since G(X) does not contain a subspace isomorphic to ca (see [9]). According to 
Lemma 3.2, this series may be written in the form C [ M(A*hkyk , [*>I, where 
5* E G(X). Let R,: X** + X* be the covariance operator of E* and let 
RI = -4,*A, be a factorization of RI through a Hilbert space H. One can verify 
that if X is of type 2, then X* is of cotype 2. Therefore [* E G(X*) is a Gaussian 
random element in the space of cotype 2 and, as we show in Section 4, the 
operator A,* is 2-absolutely summing. Hence, 
1 IF(A*hrcrdl = c I JCA*kwc > E*>l = C I<A*h, , A,*hJ 
= c I@A,*h, > h,), I < ~0, 
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since the operator AA,*: H + H presents the superposition of two 2-absolutely 
summing operators and, therefore, is nuclear (see [12, 171). 
We show now that 2” implies 1”. Let (u&.~ be a sequence in X such that 
C 1) aK /I2 < co. We have to prove that the series x akyk is a.s. convergent. 
Convergence of this series will be established if we show that the operator 
R: X* + X defined by the equality Rx* = C (ak , x*>aa , is a covariance 
operator of a Gaussian measure, i.e., the operator A: X* --+ H Ax* = 
C <ak , x*)/r, is 2-absolutely summing. Consider any sequence (x,*),,~ in X* 
such that C (x, xn*>a < co for each x E X. Then, by the principle of uniform 
boundedness, C (x, x,*)~ < C (( x (I2 f  or some constant C and all x E X. We 
have 
that is, the operator A is 2-absolutely summing. This concludes the proof. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let X be a separable Banach space and H a Hilbert space. 
Then the following assertions are equivalent. 
1” X is of type 2. 
2” A symmetric positive operator R: X* -+ X is a Gaussian covariance ;f 
and only if for each B E L(X, H) the operator BRB*: H -+ His nuclear. 
3” Let T E L(H, X). A cylindrical Gaussian measure yH 0 T-l is a-additive 
if and only if T* E I&(X*, H). 
4” A fun&ma1 x: X* -+ C is a characteristic functional of a Gaussian 
measure in X if and only if it may be represented in the form 
x(x*) = exp(i(m, cc*) - 4 /( TX* I/&), 
where m E X and T: X* -+ H is a 2-absolutely summing operator. 
In conclusion of the paragraph we give two corollaries showing that in the case 
of spaces of type 2 (and only in this case) among probability measures of strong 
second order with a given covariance operator, the Gaussian measure has the 
least second moment. Both of these results are implied by Theorem 3.1 and a 
result in [3] asserting that in the case of spaces of type 2 (and only in this case) 
if a probability measure has a strong second moment, then its covariance 
operator is Gaussian. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let X be a separable Banach space. Then the following 
assertions are equivalent. 
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1 v  S is of type 2. 
2” There exist positive constants C, , C, , C, such that JOY each probability 
measure pLR of strong second order in X, with zero mean and covariance operator R, 
the following chain of inequalities hold: 
where yR is the Gaussian measure in X with zero mean and the covariame operator R. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let X be a Banach space with an unconditional basis (eJkSN . 
Then the following assertions are equivalent. 
1 ’ X is of type 2. 
2’ There exists a positive constant C > 0 smh that for each probability 
measure pR in X of strong second order, with zero mean and covariance operator R 
4. LIMIT THEOREMS IN SPACES OF COTYPE 2 
Let X be a Banach space, v a tight measure on g(X) and (Q,,, a sequence of 
independent random elements in X, having the distribution V. We say that v 
satisfies CLT (sometimes we say also that v  is in the domain of normal attraction of 
a Gaussian measure), if the sequence of normed sums (tr+ ... + &J/n112 converges 
in distribution to a tight Gaussian measure with zero mean. 
It follows from the ordinary CLT that if v satisfies CLT, then it has zero 
mean, weak second order and a Gaussian covariance operator (the covariance 
operator of v coincides with that of the limit Gaussian measure). It is shown in [5] 
that if v satisfies CLT, then for each p < 2 Jr )I x I)P v(dx) < 03. In [6] there is 
constructed an example of a measure f~ in C[O, l] satisfying CLT and such that 
J-A 4l”rW = ~0. 
We shall say, following [7], that v  satisfies the law of the iterated logarithm 
(LIL), if there exists a compact, convex, circled set KC X with 
and 
fl-1 + **- + 5, 
’ 1’ j(2n In In n)lj2 ’ 
n >, 31 = K( = 1. 
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Here p(x, K) is the distance between x and K, C{3c,} denotes the set of all limit 
points of {xn}. 
Let X be a separable Banach space and p a measure in X. Consider the 
following assertions. 
1” v has zero mean, weak second order, and a Gaussian covariance. 
2” u has zero mean and strong second order. 
3” v satisfies CLT. 
4” u satisfies LIL. 
It is well known that in the Hilbert space case 1” and 2” are equivalent. As 
we have mentioned above, in the general case 3” implies 1”. Implications 1” + 2” 
and 2” 3 1 o do not hold in general. The corresponding examples for the spaces I, 
are given in [26]. The implications 2” = 3”, 3” * 2”, 3” =S 4” are not true as well. 
The counterexamples for the two latter implications were pointed out in [6]. 
Furthermore, 1” and 2” together do not imply 3” (the corresponding counter- 
example is constructed when X = C[O, 11 in [23]). It is shown in [3] that each 
of the implications 2” 3 l”, 2” =P 3” characterizes spaces of type 2. We prove in a 
sense the dual assertion: implications 1” + 2”, 1” =P- 3”, 1” * 4” take place if X 
is of cotype 2; and, conversely, if one of these implications holds, then X is of 
cotype 2. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let X be a Banach space. Then the following assertions are 
equivalent. 
1” X is of cotype 2. 
2” If  T E L(H, X) (H is a separable Hilbert space), then yH 0 T-l admits the 
tight extension if and only if T E lTz(H, X). 
3” Each tight Gaussian measure in X with zero mean is a continuous linear 
image of a Gaussian measure in 1, . 
4” Each tight measure of weak second order in X with Gaussian covariance is a 
continuous linear image of a measure of strong second order in 1, . 
5” A tight measure in X satis$es CLT if and only if it has zero mean, weak 
second order and Gaussian covariance opwator. 
6” Every tight measure of weak second order with Gaussian covariance 
operator has strong second order. 
7” There exists r > 0 such that each discrete symmetric measure in X with a 
weak second order and Gaussian covariance operator, has strong rth order. 
Proof. We show the validity of implications 1” * 2” =r 3” =P 4” =S 5” => 
7” => 1”; 4” z+ 6” e- 7”. 
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I” =+ 2”. We have to prove only that if T E L(H, X) and yH 0 T-l has a 
tight extension, then T E I7,(H, X) (if T E I&(H, X), then it follows from the 
results of [8] that yH 0 T-l has the tight extension in the general case of a Banach 
space -0 Let (gkhPN be an arbitrary sequence of elements of H with 
C (gk , h)” < CO for each h E H. Denote by (&JkoN an orthonormal basis in H 
and consider the operator B: H--f H defined by Bh = x (h, hk) g, . Then 
clearly B is bounded. We show that the series 
c Tsrsr,c = C TBh,y, 
is convergent a.s. By the assumption, the cylindrical Gaussian measure yH 0 T-l 
has a tight extension. Consequently TT* is a covariance operator of a tight 
Gaussian measure. It is not difficult to verify from this that the operator TBB*T* 
is a Gaussian covariance as well. This implies (as it has been mentioned 
repeatedly, see Section 1) a.s. convergence of the series 2 (Tg,) yk in X. Since X 
is of cotype 2, then 2 (1 Tg, (1s < CO. Thus, T transforms each weakly 2-absolutely 
summable sequence from H into the strongly 2-absolutely summable sequence 
in X, i.e., T ~l7,(H, X). 
2” =s 3”. Let TV be a tight Gaussian measure in X with zero mean and 
covariance operator R: X* -+ X, R = A*A, A EL(X*, H). Clearly p is a tihgt 
extension of the Gaussian cylindrical measure yH 0 A*-l. It follows from 2” that 
A* EI~*(H, X). Hence (see [17]), A* = UV, where Y: H-+ Is is a Hilbert- 
Schmidt operator and U E L(Z, , X). This means that R = lJSU*, where the 
operator S = VV*: 1, -+ /s is nuclear. Thus, the measure p is the image of the 
Gaussian measure in 1s with zero mean and the covariance operator S, under the 
transformation U. 
3” =G- 4”. Let p be a tight measure having Gaussian covariance and f be a 
random element in X with the distribution CL. Define the operator A: Xx + L,(R) 
by Ax* = (6, x*). Then the operator A*A presents the Gaussian covariance 
(since the covariance operator of p is Gaussian). By 3”, A* is 2-absolutely 
summing. Hence, A* admits the factorization A* = UV, where V E l7,(L, , 1,) 
and U EL(&) X). We obtain from this that the operator V*: I, -La(R) is 
Hilbert-Schmidt. So there exists a random element 7 in 1, with properties 
N 1) 7 /I2 < co and V*h = (7, h) a.s. for each h E l2 . Denote by v the distribution 
of 7 in I,. Now it can be easily shown that TV = v o U-1. 
The implications 4” 5 5” and 4” =+ 6” => 7” are obvious. 
5” 3 7”. This implication immediately follows from the fact that CLT 
implies the existence of each strong 9th moment, where p < 2. 
7” * 1”. Let a series 2 akyk , a$ E X be a.s. convergent. We will show 
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that C II ak II2 <: 03. Let (PJN be an arbitrary sequence of positive numbers 
such that Cp, = 1. Consider the measure p in X concentrated in the points 
fp,1i2al,, K = 1, 2,...; ~FL(fp,~/~a,) = BP,. It is easy to verify that the 
covariance operator of p coincides with that of the sum C akyk and, consequently 
is a Gaussian covariance operator. We have 
s I/ x /IT p(dx) = c (I uf+ IIT py2) < co. 
If Y  > 2, then convergence of C jj a, /I2 is obvious. If 0 < r < 2, then this 
equality implies that for each sequence (aJleeN E Z21(2--7) C ]I ak II7 1 01~ 1 < co. 
Hence, (II e /I)M E Z2 , i.e., 2 (1 a, II2 < co. 
Rem&s. As it has become known to us, the equivalence 1” o 5” as well as 
Corollary 4.3 below, has been recently obtained by Pisier (5’em. Maurey- 
Schwurtz, 1975/76, Exp. 3). 
The equivalence 1” 0 2” for reflexive X was proved in [ll], in the general 
case it was pointed out in [21]. 
As we have noted in Section 1, I,-spaces (together with &-spaces), 1 < p < 2 
represent the examples of spaces of cotype 2. CLT for these spaces was proved 
earlier in [25]. 
Theorem 4.1 allows us to obtain the general form of characteristic functionals 
of tight Gaussian measures in spaces of cotype 2. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let X be a Banach space. Then the following assertions are 
equivalent. 
1’ X is of cotype 2. 
2” A functional x: X* -+ C is a characteristic functional of a tight Gaussian 
measure in X if and only if it has the form 
x(x*) = exp{i(m, x*) - &ASA*x*, x*)}, x* E x*, 
where m E X and S is a nuclear, symmetric, positive operator in the Hilbert space 1, , 
A EL(Z~ , X). 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let X be of cotype 2. If a tight measure in X satisfies CLT, 
then it has strong second moment. 
Corollary 4.2 has been obtained in [5] by use of an entirely different method. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let X be a Banach space. Then the following assertions are 
equivalent 
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1" X is of retype 2. 
2” Let TV be a tight measure in X with zero mean, weak second order and 
Gaussian covariance operator R. Then p satisfies LIL with the limit compact 
set K = {A*h: /i h 11 < l}, where A EL(X*, H) is an operator in the factorization 
R = A*A. 
Proof. lo =>- 2”. It was obtained by Pisier that if X is of type 2, then each 
measure of strong second order satisfies LIL. We need only the validity of this 
fact in the Hilbert space case (cf. [27]). The implication I” => 2” follows now 
from the equivalence 1” t> 4” of Theorem 4.1. 
2” a 1”. It follows from 2” that each tight measure with zero mean, weak 
second order and Gaussian covariance operator satisfies SLLN. Hence (see [28]) 
p has strong first order. The equivalence 1” o 7” of Theorem 4.1 implies that 
X is of cotype 2. 
We point out also two corollaries of Theorem 4.1 showing that in spaces of 
cotype 2 (and only in them) strong second moment of a Gaussian measure 
majorizes strong second moments of all measures having the same covariance 
operator. 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let X be a Banach space. Then the following assertions are 
equivalent. 
1” X is of cotype 2. 
2” There exist positive constants ICI , K3 , K3 such that for each tight measure 
pR in X having zero mean, weak second order, and Gaussian covariance operator R, 
the following chain of inequalities is valid 
(s, II x II2 dd4)1’r < KI.rr,(R1i2*) < K, [Jx /I x l12yn(dx)]l” < K3rr2(R1/2*), 
where yR is the Gaussian meaSure with zero mean, covariance operator R, and where 
R112* denotes the operator dual to the square root of R. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let X be a Banach space with an unconditional basis (eJlcEN . 
Then the following assertions are equivalent. 
1” X is of cotype 2. 
2” There exists a constant K such that for each measure t.~n in X with zero 
mean, weak second order and Gaussian covariance operator R the following inequality 
holds 
jx II x II2 cLR(dx) < K /I C CR+*, ek*Y2ek i12. 
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In conclusion we give a sufficient condition for the validity of SLLN in spaces 
of cotype 2 with an unconditional basis. First we will prove a theorem on conver- 
gence of series consisting of independent random elements with Gaussian 
covariances. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let X be a space of cotype 2 with an unconditional basis (e,&+; 
(5,) a sequence of independent random elements in X with zero means, weak second 
order, and covariance operators R, . Suppose that the series 
is convergent in X. Then the series 2 & is convergent a.s. Moreover if all & are 
centered Gaussian, then convergence of (3) is both necessary and sufficient for C & 
to be convergent. 
Proof. By the supposition the operator A defined by Rx* = C R,x* is a 
covariance operator of a Gaussian measure. Consequently the operator A* in 
the factorization R = A*A .belongs to &(H, X). This implies existence of a 
random element [ in X such that for each x* E X* 
c c&c 9x*> = (4, x*) a.s. 
Since & , k E N have zero means, the series 2 & is convergent as. and its sum 
is f. The second part of Theorem 4.2 follows from the fact that if the series C [,, 
consisting of the Gaussian random elements is a.s. convergent, then the operator 
R defined by Rx” = C Rk x* is the covariance operator of the Gaussian element 
E = C Ea. As it was shown in Section 2, this implies convergence of 
C (Re,*, eg*)l12 ek in X. 
The following theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.2. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let X be a Banach space of cotype 2 with an unconditional basis 
WkN; 6% a sequence of independent random elements in X with zero means and 
covariance operators R, . I f  the series 
F ($ (llk2) (&ei*, ei*Y2) ei 
is convergent in X, then (l/n) 11 XI=1 Ek (1 -+ 0 a.s. 
In the case of spaces 1, , 1 < p < 2 Theorems 4.2, 4.3 were pointed out in 
WI- 
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